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ABS'IRACT 

For superconducting accelerator application a 65- 
cell X-band structure of 0.51 m length, with increasing 
phase velocity a$ 
structed. 

(.52B+z.94) was developed and con- 
After careful chemical tuning electropoli- 

shing, and ~HTi-annealing,Q-values of log, and an acce- 
lerating field of 3.9 !fl/m have been reached with a 
bath temperature of 1.8 K. This field corresponds to a 
peak electric field of 44 MV/m and a peak magnetic 
field of 83 mT. A set-up of specially prepared resis- 
tors and X-ray detectors showed that the quenching 
breakdown ocurred in the cell with the highest fields, 
without electron loading. Together with an 80 keV gun 
and beam foe-zsing elements the structure has been ope- 
rnted as a small superconducting accelerator in the 
2 MeV region. 

I. INTR3DUCTICN 

For several years design studies for an experimental 
supzconducting linear accelerator for electrons have 
been carried out at Wuppertal. After reaching an acce- 
lerating field of 6 MV/m in a 3-cell 8 GHz niobium 
structure operating in the n/2-mode' we decided to 
study the possibility of electron acceleration with cy- 
lindrical disc loaded structures of that frequency. The 
gJun energy cf the experimental accelerator has been 
chosen at EC keV. Because of this low electron energy 
the capture section requires a special design to acce- 
lerate -the electrons up to an energy of about 1 MeV to 
enter an accelerator section which has a phase velocity 
of B$ = 12. 

II. DESIGN AND FABRICATION 

The correlation between fabricating tolerances and 
field flatness in a structure shows that n/2-mode ope- 
ra:ion is superior to K-mode for a large number of 
cells. We have therefore chosen the T/2-mode. This mode 
also offers the advantage of flange connections in the 
unexcited cells. These flanges allow to subdivide the 
structure into parts which makes fabrication and sur- 
face treatments easier. Besides by the type of struc- 
ture, the frequency and the operating mode the capture 
section is especially infl-lenced -oy the low gun ener,gy 
of %o keV. This requires a phase velocity a$<1 to cap- 
ture and accelerate the electrons. We have attempted to 
meet this requirement by a structure whose phase veloci- 
ty E+ increases progressively with the velocity 8, of 
the accelerated electrons3 and which fulfills the adia- 
batic condition 8, = a3 by a suitable choice of the 
accelerating field strength. A design accelerating 
field of E,,,= 2 MY!m has been chosen. For a structure 
length of 50 cm the boundary conditions require 33 
steps of phase velocity f?, for an optimum energy gain 
cf the captured electrons. The 33 phase velocities de- 
termine the iris distances of the 65 cells. With the 
programm I&A4 the diameters and the other parameters 
of the different cells have been calculated for an iris 
thickness of 2 mm and an iris aperture of 15 mm. The 
acce?erztor structure has b eec built from two subsec- 
tions of 25 cm length with flanged endcells. These sub- 
strictures car be tested separately and are joined to 
gether :o the 65-cell structure. The geometrical and 
the e:ectromagnefic prsperties of the two substructures 
:S37, 531) and the flanged structure (~65) are listed 
in Table 1. 

Tie field flatness is very important for multiple 
cell accelerator structures. The influence of fabrica- 
ting to:.erances on eigenfrequency and field flatness of 

Table 1: Geometrical and rf-parameters of substructures 
S37, S31 and accelerator structure S65 

%ber of cells 
Total length (mm)m 
Diameter 0 (mm) .7 12.7<~<12.41?4.6<~<12.4 I 
Gap of cells l(mm 2.947176. 
Range of !3+ .52<&7 . - - 1 
G (fi) 
r /Q ( 3 ,'m ) 

! 125 I 
2300 I 

157 ~ IL0 
3600 3200 

_ -- - - -- 
32~6.24<1<6.86 2.94~1~6 .e6 ~ 
aa ~ .aaTfi;L. 94 - .523(.94 - - 

Ep,‘Ea,, li.3 i I 11.3 
Ep/Tacc !mTiMV/m) 21.36 21.36 

1 
r/Q is the relative shunt impedance, E,,, the accelera- 
ting field, E the peak electric field, BP the peak 
magnetic field, S the geometr:c factor. 

this complex structure has been examined at a brass mo- 
del by systematic disturbance of excited and unexcited 
cells and measuring the deviation of the frequency and 
the field profile. To achieve the required field flat- 
ness (better than 10%) the fabricating tolerances of 
the cells have been fixed to +.02 mm by I&LA calcula- 
tions and these measurements. The machined parts, each 
consisting of an iris (2 mm thickness, 15 mm aperture) 
and two half cells (1 mm wall thickness), have been fa- 
bricated from julk niobium and assembled by electron 
beam welding from outside. Thus a welding seam is in 
the center of each cell, except for the end cells with 
the cut-off tubes of 6 cm length. Figure 1 shows the 
65-cell accelerator structure. 

Fig. 1: The 65-ce11 accelerator structure with increa- 
sing phase velocity 

IIT. SURFACE TREATMENTS AND RF-~@Y,SUREMENTS 

Electropclishing (EP), chemical polishing (CPT), 
anodizing (A) and high temperature annealing (ETA) are 
well established methods for the treatment of niobium 
cavities to achieve clean and smooth surfaces, which 
are important for the surface losses and the maximum 
supportable field. For the described accelerator struc- 
ture two additional requirements had to be met. The re- 
sonant frequencies of the two substrllctures had to be 
equal and the field flatness had to be within the given 
bounds. Measurements of frequency and field profile 
have shown that the substructlzes could not be fabri- 
cated with sufficient dimensional precision for both 
having the frequency within the required tolerance and 
a field profile with the desired accuracy. We first 
tried to find a optimum preparation sequence by apply- 
ing some combinations of the different surface trent- 
ments to S37 before eliminating the unflatness of the 
structures. T'ne rf-tests were carried out in horizontal 
and vertical laboratory cr ostats, according to a pro- 
cedure described elsewhere 9 . Some of the results we 

shown in Table 2. 

After machining and electron beam welding structure 
537 has been electropolished (EF) to remove a damage 
layer of loo Urn. The procedure resulted in a surface re- 
sistance of 5180 nn at 1.8 K. This value could be re- 
duced by a factor of 5 by HTA at 1400°C at a vacuum of 
loe6 Torr. The following treatment has been a corn-oina- 
tion of EP (20 urn) and HTA (6 hrs 1400°C, lo%orr) re- 
sulting in a surface resistance of 490 no at 1.8 K. The 
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Table 2: Performance of the substructures S37 and S31, 
and of the accelerator structure ~65. 

Thatnent 1 d T Qo Rs QL Eacc 
K 109 nn 109 w/m 2 B 

m EPI(20 pm), i 2 1.6 .22 348 .21 1.27~~ 27.1 g 
A(35V),9TAe(6 h 8 1.4 1.33 93 .9G 1.50~~ 32. q 
19oooC,lo-8Torr) 20 1.5 1.0'2 122 .71 1.50~~ 32. q 
S?l ZPI(5o urn) 7 1.3 .44 358 .41 2.2:cw 19.5 q 
n:35V),IITA (6 h 
St;5 1900oC,10-8Torr! C?-tuned 

33 1.4 .64 260 .41 2.&w 22.3 q 
4c 1.4 .61 260 .55 3.3 27.9 p 

ET (20 urn) 2 1.8 -40 350 
A(W~),HTA (6 h 21 1.5 .60 232 .50 3.3acw 72.2 
:94zoC,lo-9%r) 

q 
3.57 76.3 

27 1.6 .66 210 .58 3.66 78.2 q 
with beam 
loading 

j 33 1.4 1.04 134 .,!?3 3.61~~ 77.2 q 
I:35 1.8 
j15h 1.8 

.77 3.83~~ 81.9 q 

.85 3.90cw 83.3 l 
T is the ba;h temperature, Q. the unloaded and QL the 
high field quality factor, Rs the surface resistance, 
B the breakdown mechanism, q is quenching, d the days 
of p-mping time, h the hcurs of H'IA treatment. 

1 

first experience with electropolishing (EP) has shown 
an unexpected increase of the eigenfrequency of the 
struc:ice, caused by an enhanced polishing action at 
the discs of the structure. To avoid this we modified 
the electropolishing device5. IJsing this method (EPI) 
and t:ne seauence of treatments listed in Table 2: a 
surface resistance of 93 nn and a 'QO-value of 109 oould 
be achieved. This corresponds to a residual resistance 
of 65 ns?. Despite of the low s-lrface resistance an 
accelerating field of only 1.5 .W/m could be reached. 
The field was limited by quenching in one of the cells. 
The structure was operated in Tarious modes of the pass 
band to gain more understanding of the relation between 
the unflstness and the achievable field. Thereafter 
field profile measurements were carried out for almost 
all pass band modes. The field flatness of the funde- 
mental mode was found to be 30%. In the other modes of 
the pass band strong excit anions of individual cells 
were observed at a low average field level. The field 
measurements during the cold test were corresponding to 
the assumption that quenching always occurred in the 
most excited cells. It therefore could be expected tnat 
in a well balanced structiure higher accelerating fields 
could be reached. 

After applying to S31, (which showed a more balanced 
field profile), the f%&l sequence of surface prepara- 
tion technique, electropolishing (EPI), anodizing (A) 
and heat treatment (9TA) at 19oooC, the test listed in 
Table 2 has been carried out. The surface resistance of 
260 nR, at 1.4 K obtained with magnetic shielding, is a 
factor of 5 lower than in the tes: at the same tempera- 
t-ore without shilding. This confirmes the importance of 
an accurate magnetic shie1,dir.g. At pulsed rf-operation 
an ecceleratin 
factor of 6.10 8 

field of E,,,= 3.3 &w/m and a loaded Q- 
could be reached. This field value was 

about 25% higher than the field of 2.6 MV,h at cw ope- 
ration. As expected, the required accelerating field 
could be achieved. 

The next step was the adjustment of the field flat- 
ness by treating the substructures individually to 
reach the required field profile and a common eigenfre- 
q~ency. On account of the special geometry of the struc- 
ture the only correction to the field profile could be 
done Sy chemical tuning (CPT). Using this method, the 
field flatness of the structure has been adjusted by in- 
dividual tuning of various cells. After each polishing 
process of a cell the change of the field profile and 
the eigenfrequency of the substructures have been mea- 
sxed to find the correlation with the polishing time. 
Bjr this method the unflatness in the structures S37 and 
S31 could be reduced to less than 10%. 

After :he heavy CP during tuning procedure an EPI 
treatment had to be applied in order to reduce the 
effect of grain boundary etching. 20 pm has been removed 
from the surface of S371 and the eigenfrequency of this 
part has determined the reference frequency tc which 
S31 had to be adjusted. This has been done by succes- 
sive electropolishing (EPI) until the required field 
flatness of the assembled structure S65 was obtained6. 
The structure parts S37, S31 and the choke flange with 
the cut-off tube have been anodized at 35 V and high 
temperature fired at 191.o°C for 6 hours at a vacuum 
better than lo-horr. The treated parts have been pre- 
served under vat-am at 10 -7Torr, and the final assembly 
has been done in a dustproof room before mounting the 
structure on the horizontal accelera:or cryostat. At the 
working temperature of 1.8 K the eigenfrequency of the 
accelerator structure was 8049.269 MHz. The achieved 
fields and quality factors are shown in Table 2. An un- 
loaded Q of 109 and a residual resistance of 134 nR 
have been measured at 1.4 K, the lowest tempergature 
which could be reached. At a loaded $ of a.10 an acre- 
lerating field of 3.9 MVv/m has been reached at cw ope- 
ration in the n/Z-mode. The corresponding peak surface 
electromagnetic fields are Ep= 44 W/m and "p= 83 mT. 
The field was limited by a self-pulsing breasdcwr.. 

It is ccmmon to most field limiting phenomena that 
they are caused by or result in an excessive power 
dissipation at well localized spots. Different diagnos- 
tic techniques for locating these heat sources have 
been indispensable to elucidate breakdown mechanisms7. 
To detect local heating of the structure a set-up of 
20 specially prepared carbon resistors has been used'. 
Four resistors are arranged equidistant arolmd a selec- 
ted cell and are pressed against the surface by a ring 
of teflon. Five rings have been momted along ',he 
structure. A fast electronic read-out and da:a acqui- 
sition system has allowed parallel and serial display- 
ing of the resistor voltages and processicg of the 
sampled data. Operating the structure in the accelera- 
ting mode the resistors at the first cell have indica- 
ted heat pulses at quenching, Bath temperature aC, this 
test was 1.9 K, and the peak magnetic field was limited 
at 79 mT. A maximum temperature change of A'?(Rl)=640 mK 
was shown by Rl(on top of the cell) 8 ms after the 
breakdown. At R2 and R!, (right and left side of the 
cell) the maximum AT(R2)=13 mK and AT(R3)=2.7 mK has 
been reached 12 ms later. At this time the temperature 
measured by Rl was reduced to the half maximum value. 
With these data the spot coluld be localized near re- 
sistor Xl. 3sing the measured temperature changes the 
heat flux from the spot has been estimated to loo mW/cm' 
at the outside surface of the cell. The rings mounted 
on cells 43 and 44 have shownheat pulses of AT = 20 uK 
synchronous to the applied rf-signal. 110 X-ray intensi- 
ty has been detected by collimated NaJ-detectors situa- 
ted olutside the cryostat. Operating the structllre in 
the 57166 r-mode NREL has been observed and heat pulses 
have been measured at cell 43 in coincidence with field 
dependent X-ray intensity. Synchronous with the buil- 
ding up of the field in the cavity the temperature 
measured by the resistors increased. A: maximum field 
the ms.ximlLn temperature changes were reached, and at 
the same time X-ray intensity was indicated by the NaJ- 
de%ectors. At a peak field of Ep= 46 MV/m (BP=82 mT) 
the maximum energy of the observed bremsstrahlung was 
270 keV. At a bath temperature of 1.9 K the resistors 
have indicated temperature changes of AT(Rl)= 3.5 d, 
AT(R2)= 5 mK and AT(R3)= 7.1 mK. Using this temperature 
distribution the heat source resulting from the impac- 
ting electrons from field emission could *oe localized 
in the vicinity of Rj. Tnis loss mechanism is no: Ob- 

served in the fundamental accelerating mode, where the 
maximum acceleraticg field was determined by the 
guenc'n in cell 1. 
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IV. EXPER1MEN"P.L SUP%XX~DUCTING ACCELERATOR 

The mcst importan: component of the experimental 
accelerator is the Described superconducting structure. 
The characteristic parameters of the accelerator cryo- 
stat" and the beam line components will not be dis- 
cussed in detail. 

The schematic arracgement of the experimental acce- 
lera;or is shown in fig. 2. 
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Fia. 2: Schematic layout of the experimental accelera- 
tor. 1) gun, 2) prebuncher, 3) accelerator structure, 
L) bending magnet, 5) bremsstrahlung converter, 6) lead 
collimator, 7) v-detector, 8) faraday-cup, X) vacuum 
s.t. valve, H) and V) steering dipoles, S) solenoid, 
M) vie-wing screen, P) ion getter pimp, C) rf-coupling 
probe. 

The gun (AEG ~61-120~12 TV tcbe) is flanged to an 
electrostatic preaccelerating u&t. .4t 80 keV a dc beam 
curer.5 between 0.1 and 30 DA can be used. The opera- 
ting time of a gun system was abou? boo hours at a va- 
cuum of typical lo-7 Torr. Mechanical alignment of gun, 
accelerator structure and drift section has been accomp- 
lished by means of a laser beam, before the cryostat 
was assembled. The microwave power is coupled into the 
cavity through the beam tube via a coaxial probe cut- 
off system (inner diameter 9 mm). "he coupling of the 
struct,Jre to the microwave system can be changed from 
outside the cryostat by moving the center conductor of 
the coaxial probe with a remotely controlable device. 
Beam guidance is done by horizontal and vertical stee- 
ring coils. The injected beam is focused to the en- 
trance of the superconducting accelerator structure by 
a solenoid. A similar system with superconducting coils, 
made from niobium-titan, serves to steer the accelera- 
ted beam inside the cryostat (fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3: Cryostat with accelerator structure and beam 
guidance system. 1) N2 relief valve, 2) rf-wave guide, 
3) adjustable rf-coupling system. 4) 77 K heat shiel- 
ding, 5) accelerator structure, 6) mounting bench, 
7) Helium vessel, 8) Re gas return line, 9) LHe trans- 
fer line, lo) cable entry. 

Tke position of the injected and accelerated beam is 
mcnitored by beryllium oxide screens and can be ob- 
served at a tv monitor. 

The main cbjective of the accelerator test was the 
act-La1 use of a high frequency superconducting struc- 
ture to accelerate electrons and to gain operating ex- 
perience. In this first test a prebuncher was not used. 
The electrons are continually injec%ed and only elec- 
trons tithin a phase interval A$ around a synchronous 
phase have been captured and could gain a maximum ener- 
a. To determine the energy of the bremsstrahlung pro- 
duced by the accelera:ed electrons copper and r,antal 
foils have been used as conversion targets. Electrons 
hrre been injected at 86 keV ant their kinetic energy 
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due to acceleration tas been measured as a function 
of the accelerating field. The data taken at various 
runs are showr. in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4: ~1eCtrOn energy gain versus accelerating field 

The quoted error is due to the uncertainty in the 
maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung spectrum of not 
monoenergetic electrons. The drawn curve is based on 
energy gain calculations of an electron injected with 
an optimum phase relation and accelerated along the 
axis of the structure. During the accelerating experi- 
ments the injected current was limited to 1uA. At an 
accelerating field of 3.9 MV/m and cw-operation elec- 
trons have been accelerated from 86 keV to 1.9 MeV. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have reported on the design and the performance 
of a 65-cell v/2-mode X-band accelerator structure with 
progressing phase velocity, 
ment using this structure. 

and an accelerating experi- 
At cw-operation and s.n acce- 

lerating field of 3.9 MV/m electrons oI' 86 keV (gun 
energy) have been accelerated up to 1.9 MeV. Elimina- 
tion of the field unflatness and application of a se- 
quence of surface treatments was decisive to achieve a 
peak electric field of 44 MV/m and a peak magnetic 
field of 83 mT. The 65-cell structure reached the per- 
formance of a 3-cell structure of the same design and 
frequency. For a 8 GHz structure with constant phase 
velocity B,+ = 1 which is operated in the n-mode these 
peak fields would correspond to an accelerating field 
of 16 MV/m. 
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